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Welcome
Welcome to proDAD ProDRENALIN !
Your spontaneous action and sports videos are promptly and effortlessly processed into
professionally looking film material by using ProDRENALIN. ProDRENALIN automatically removes
fish eye effects from videos or still images, stabilizes videos and has easy tools for correcting
colors, brightness and contrast adjustments.

We hope you enjoy working with proDAD ProDRENALIN and that you achieve good results!

General information
Copyright / legal information
Copyright proDAD GmbH. All rights reserved.
Licensing Conditions
Please read these licensing conditions carefully before installing the software.
Licensing agreement
When setup starts, a licensing agreement is shown, which you should read carefully.
By installing the software, you state that you accept the copyright conditions, the licensing
agreement and the licensing procedure.
License Guarantee
proDAD GmbH grants the user the right to use this product for its proper and permitted purpose.
The present product may only be installed on one computer. proDAD hereby guarantees to
provide a license key free of charge. By installing this product, the user acknowledges and accepts
the license guarantee, the copyright terms, and the limitation of liability.
Trademarks
All products and trademarks mentioned in association with this product are trademarks that
belong to the respective owners. All trademarks are used without any guarantee that they may be
used freely, and they may be registered trademarks.
Limitation of Liability
The extent of liability for any one claim is limited to a replacement of the product. This applies to
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proDAD GmbH, all licensees and retailers. Claims shall only be recognized if the software is
returned in an orderly manner, together with the returned goods number that has to be
previously arranged with proDAD GmbH. The goods must also be accompanied by proof of
purchase. This guarantee becomes void if a malfunction of this product is due to improper use,
mistreatment, an accident or improper handling. proDAD GmbH, its sales partners and licensees,
shall not be held liable for damages or subsequent damages arising from the impossible usage of
this product. Liability is limited in all cases to the purchase price of the product.
Documentation
The greatest of care has been taken in compiling and translating the handbook. However, the
possibility of errors cannot be fully excluded. proDAD GmbH shall assume no responsibility or
liability whatsoever for the consequences of any incorrect statements or information which the
documentation or translation may contain. Subject to technical and optical modifications.
Information regarding any inaccuracies is always welcome.
Copyright
The software and the individual components of this product are the property of proDAD GmbH. By
installing this product, the licensee agrees to refrain from unauthorized use and duplication.
proDAD GmbH does not accept any responsibility for the usage of this program and the
publication of its contents and data that has been created with this program.

ProDAD GmbH * Gauertstr. 2 * 78194 Immendingen * Deutschland * HRB 1077

What is ProDRENALIN?
Your spontaneous action and sports videos are promptly and effortlessly processed into
professionally looking film material by using ProDRENALIN. ProDRENALIN automatically removes
fish eye effects (fish eye) from videos or still images, stabilizes videos and has easy tools for
correcting colors, brightness and contrast adjustments.
The included rolling-shutter compensation improves the distortions or shaking caused by fast
panning. It is very easy to load and optimize several videos simultaneously, even videos with
various settings can be processed at the same time thanks to batch processing.
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Installation and Registration
Double-click the Setup-file to start the Installation. By carrying out the installation you agree
with the legal conditions and the licence terms. If you have purchased ProDRENALIN as a
download version, the Program archive will be unpacked before the installation starts. Then select
a directory in which you would like to install ProDRENALIN.

Now follow the installation instructions. You'll find further information on the use of the program
as a DEMO and on Activation here.
Registering proDAD ProDRENALIN
You would like to receive Updates and further information about ProDRENALIN? Please tab your
proDAD ProDRENALIN at http://www.prodad.de/register.html.

Help function
Pressing the F1 key opens the Help function.

You can also use the Search function to quickly find specific terms or topics in the user guide.
A PDF manual can be downloaded at www.prodad.com (in the ProDRENALIN product).
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ProDRENALIN in detail
Using ProDRENALIN for the first time, User Interface
and Activation
You can start ProDRENALIN via Shortcut on your desktop

or via Start/Program/proDAD/ProDRENALIN.

When you start ProDRENALIN for the first time, you will be asked to enter a Code (Serial Number)
to activate the program. In case that you purchased the download version, enter the Code which
you received along with the download instructions email. In case that you purchased the DVD
version, you'll find the code inside the box. Click Unlock. If you want to test ProDRENALIN in the
DEMO-Mode, click Continue with Demo Version. The Demo version is activated until you enter
the serial number. By entering the serial number you obtain the licence that converts it into the
full version.
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ProDRENALIN starts with the Start Register activated.

Workshop - Remove fish-eye effect - Color-correction
tools - Stabilizing
You recorded your video with an action cam. These cams have a curved lens, which produces the
so-called fish-eye effect (fish-eye). In addition, these videos are often used on a car, motorcycle,
bike or when paragliding (to name just a few activities), as use without a tripod. Camera shaking
or vibrations may now occur here. Both can be minimized or even completely eliminated with
ProDRENALIN with a few mouse clicks.

Click the Import Media... option to import a video (or an image).

The Open dialog is activated now and allows you to navigate to the directory in which you saved
the video/image file.
Select it and click Open. The video/image will now be reproduced in the ProDRENALIN-Preview.
The Fisheye Effect can be seen in the Viewer.
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Directly after selecting the pre-installed profile GoPro Hero 3 the correction of the Fisheye
effect will be shown in the preview.

In order to see the comparison of the original video/corrected video , the option Horizontal
Compare (in the View menu) should be selected, so you will receive a comparison.

Note:
You used your camera profile in the Fish-Eye Removal menu, but would like to attempt to
further improve the material in addition to the automatic correction, additional manual
optimization options (for Zoom, Tilt, Pan and Roll) are available in the Virtual Camera Adjustment
menu.
If your video should now have been blurred during the recording (due to freehand recording),
then you can automatically stabilize this in ProDRENALIN. A simple mouse click on the option
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Stabilize Video checks you video and starts the video analysis. ProDRENALIN also offers the
Rolling-Shutter Compensation.

If your video should not correspond with your ideas concerning color or brightness and contrast,
ProDRENALIN offers numerous Video FX Presets or adjustments to further optimize the material. A
simple click on a color template in the Video FX Presets menu is immediately displayed in the
Preview of ProDRENALIN. If necessary, you can further fine-tune your material by using the
adjusters in the Clip Adjustments register.
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If the video now corresponds with your ideas, change to the Export Optimized Media register.
Here you will find various options for noise reduction (Denoise Filter) i.e. for improving the
smoothness in the material used. However, the changes will only be shown after the export of the
video.
Then the Export can be executed in 3 quality levels in MP4 and MOV format.

Tips & settings
Range selection
In the Preview, you will see the changes in the video. The Control with the chronometrical data
of the video is under the preview. Underneath the control is the Timeline.
The Cursor (1) and 2 markers for IN and Out Points (2) are available in the time line. Here
you define the work area for the stabilization of the video. If you start the video analysis now,
only that area is processed. If you do not define a work area, the entire video is processed. In
addition, the video properties (3) are also displayed.

Information regarding the stabilization:
If you zoom further into the video (Virtual Camera Adjustment), the video becomes more stable,
however, the quality can be lost.

Rolling-Shutter Compensation
The Rolling-Shutter Compensation may reduce available distortions or wobbling effects
(appearances such as "jelly") in the video.

The fully automatic rolling-shutter correction corrects these phenomena, which should in
particular benefit recordings of action cameras, small photo cams, cell phones, and not least,
digital SLR cameras.
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If the Rolling-Shutter Effect (distortions or wobbling image) should occur after the first
stabilization of your video during the preview, you can remedy this effect by activating the
Rolling-Shutter Compensation option.
The rolling shutter effect is a positional error in the video, which occurs in moving footage when
the frame is scanned line by line.
If the image is static, the footage is correct because all points of the frame are exposed at their
correct positions. Rolling shutter effect may result in the case of a subject in motion or a moving
camera, when a frame is scanned line by line (i.e. not all at exactly the same time).
This effect appears in the form of a diagonal distortion when filming fast-moving subjects. And
also if the filming equipment is subject to heavy shaking, as may occur when filming with a
moving camera (e.g. from a car), strong distortion of the entire image may result, severely
impairing the quality of the footage.
The image may acquire a parallelogram form compared with the subject's true shape, but it may
also be squashed or stretched.
Common rolling shutter effects are:

•
•
•

Jello effect
Skew, geometric distortion occurring in pan shots
Wobble (similar to heat shimmer)

Sample videos:
1. Minicam-wobble.wmv
and on www.prodad.com.
Please note:
To play the videos, your PC must be connected to the Internet.

The Batch processing in Detail
ProDRENALIN offers batch processing of the imported video material. The Batch processing is
arranged in a way that allows you to export your video file at any time.
There are 2 main options of Batch processing.
1. Video analysis of separated videos and subsequent export of all the selected videos
Import a video in ProDRENALIN, select the stabilization settings and analyze the video. Import
additional videos and analyze these. These are then available in register Media Bin . You can
later change various settings for stabilizing, for this, mark the respective video in register Media
Bin.

A playback of the respectively marked video can also be started in the preview. The marked
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videos can then be exported. Here you can mark all available videos or only make one selection.
To start the export, click on register Export Optimized Media. The number of videos to be
exported will be shown here; now note the settings for Export. The selected videos are now
automatically exported in sequence.
The exported videos are then available in register Output Media Bin.

2. Video analysis and Export in one process
First import several videos in ProDRENALIN and select the stabilization settings for each video.
Then mark all videos in register Media Bin that should be analyzed and exported.

To start the video analysis and the export, click on register Export Optimized Media. The
number of videos to be analyzed and exported will be shown here; now note the settings for
Export. The videos available for exporting are now automatically analyzed and exported in
sequence.
The videos are then available in register Output Media-Bin.

Note:
For further modifications of the stabilization settings, just select the video in Media Bin, modify
the settings and export the videos including the new settings in the Export Optimized Media
register without further analysis.
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Importing the camera profile
Via option Edit/Import, you can add, load (such as your own profiles, which you previously
created using proDAD DeFishr) and save Camera Profiles.

After importing the profile, it is available for selection in the menu and can be used to correct the
fisheye effect.
Note:
If you have also installed proDAD DeFishr, the Calibrator also appears in ProDRENALIN. You can
also create your own camera profiles by using the Calibrator.

Virtual Camera Adjustment
You affect the following in your video or image by using these settings/options.
In order to change the options, use the arrows or directly enter numerical values.
1. Zoom - (Modification of the zoom IN and OUT)
If you zoom further into the video, the video becomes more stable, however, the quality can be
lost.
2. Tilt - Tilting the video in Y direction (optimally for objects of diagonally upward filmed objects
(buildings) to be set straight)
Perspective Distortion are lines and edges in photos that head towards each other due to the
characteristics of the lens, even though in reality the lines are parallel. This effect occurs, when
the edges of the subject are not parallel to the projection surface. This happens, for instance,
when the camera is held in an upward inclination.
3. Pan - Panning the video in X direction
4. Roll - Rotating the video (ideal correction at a diagonally held camera, which occurs frequently
during free-hand recording)
In this case it is possible to achieve further Optimization, e.g. of objects filmed at an upward
angle. To do so, use the Tilt option.
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Before:

After:

FX Denoising (Denoise) - Improving the video
In the Export Section of ProDRENALIN, you will find various options for the Noise Reduction (in
the Denoise Filter menu) for optimizing the smoothness of contours in the material used.

This minimizes or eliminates any noise in the video, for example, which developed during interior
recordings or in recordings with little daylight.
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However, the changes will only be shown after the export of the video.
Note:
Perform the export in ProDRENALIN with the de-noising effect in the comparison view (View
menu) as a trial. Then start the playback of the video after the export, for example, in the Media
Player, and review the result in the comparison, for which the greatest possible presentation
should be used.

Before:

After:
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Video FX preset and tools for color correction
ProDRENALIN also offers various Video FX Presets and fine adjustments as Tools for the color
correction.
These settings for the color correction are practical, if your original footage was not filmed in
optimal light conditions and therefore has color weaknesses. You can upgrade it here.
In the Video FX Presets menu are the Video FX Presets (1) for an easy selection; move the
mouse over a template and you will immediately see the change in the Preview, a click saves the
setting.
In register Clip Adjustments (2), you will find additional fine adjustments (for Contrast,
Brightness, Saturation and White Balance), the video or image can be further upgraded, if
necessary. The new setting is again shown in the Preview (3).

The Export into a Video file
ProDRENALIN exports the results in MP4 and MOV format. Go to the Export Optimized Media
register.

Select the Export Files into another Directory option
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then you can determine an own Export path. Click the arrow to open the Search Archives
dialog. This is where you select an own directory.
You can still choose between 3 Quality levels in the MPEG4- or MOV-Export. The Medium
quality is our recommendation.

In the export of ProDRENALIN, you will also find the selection whether the optimized video
(View Optimized) will be directly exported or as Vertical Compare or as Horizontal Compare
(therefore as comparison for Before/After).

Click Start export in order to export the stabilized video into a new file.
Then you can select the exported video directly from ProDRENALIN and reproduce it via
MediaPlayer.
Note:
After exporting various video files, these files will be available immediately for Playback via
Mediaplayer.
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